Home Delivery by People Close To You
Ecommerce’s Deliveries
Pollution & Noise
Employment Rates

Adults with Cognitive Disabilities: 30% employed
Adults without Cognitive Disabilities: 80% employed
Koiki Micro Centres Network

Delivery Area
Who are the Koikis?
Who are the Koikis?
Business Model

Customers

ON-LINE SHOPS

PARCEL COMPANIES

FINAL CONSUMERS

LOCAL RETAIL

KOIKI’s Micro Centers Network

KOIKI IT System
European Ecommerce Market

Europe

4.500 MM Parcels/year
Growth 15%

Spain

300 MM Parcels
Growth 18%

15.000 New Jobs
Competition

Environmental + Social

Pick up Points

Post-men

+ UX (on time, trust)
Team & Board

Silvia Lledo
Network Manager, East & South

Lis Brusa
Network Manager, Barcelona

Tamara López
Transport Manager

Aitor Ojanguren
Founder

Jose A. Aliste
IT Manager

Bizkaia seed capital
PhiTrust Partenaires
Creas invierte en valor social
Ship2B
Oltre
Achievements & Growth

2016 Equity Round: 605,000€
- Bizkaia Seed Capital
- Phitrust Partenaires
- Creas
- Ship2B
- Oltre Venture
Call to Action

- Increase Visibility to the European Ecommerce Giants

- Partner with Social Networks in any European Country that would like to deploy our Business Model
Where can you find us?

www.koiki.eu
www.koiki.eu/es/prensa.php

Facebook: koiki.home
Twitter: @koiki_home
Youtube: Koiki
Linked In: @koiki